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1ST YEAR FALL TERM 

 

ILF 101 Introduction to Communication (3.0.3) 5 
 

In this course the topics; basic concepts of communication, communication process and the 

basic parts of that process, the important barriers in communication, the meaning frame of 

communication, the interdisciplinary features of communication, the basic space of 

communication, the general contents of that spaces, the relation between communication and 

culture, communication systems and pluralism in media will held. 

ILF 103 Sociology (3.0.3) 5 

In this course the topics such as; Basic concepts of sociology, the intellectuals who contribute the 

development of sociology as a science, social change, social stratification, what the globalisation is. 

The social institution and functions, the formation of culture,what the social deviations and the  

sources of social problems are held. 

 

YMG103 Basic Journalism (3.0.3) 5 

In this course in which the basic knowledge and skills gained, the concepts about the job such 

as newspaper, journalist, event and news phenomenon are defined. The basic knowledge of 

journalism such as newsworthy, the qualities of news, elements of news, news types, news 

sources, news organization, news productions, the rules of news writing are explained to the 

students. Whit this frame the news types in media are comparatively discussed. 

 

ILF100 History of Civilization (3.0.3) 3 

In this course the topics such as Prehistoric Ages, History and Civilization of old 

Mesopotamia, History and Civilization of Ancient Egypt, Old Anatolian Civilizations, Central 

Asian and Iranian Civilizations, Ancient Greek Civilization, Roman Civilization, History of 

Middle Ages (5th-15th Century); Europe in the New Era (15-17th Century), Age of 

Enlightenment (18th century), Democracy and Industrial Revolution, 20th and 21st Century 

Wars, and Globalization are given to students. 



ILF105 Basic concepts of photography (1.2.2) 3 

 
In this course the basic lens of photograph and the features, the aspects and features of 

shooting,light source and the importance of it for shooting,the functions of camera. Also, the 

photographs are evaluated in terms of light, composition, framing, the shooting techniques 

and depth of field. Besides that, topics such as tone, texture, reverse light studies,three 

dimensions,depth and perspective control are held. 

ILF104 Critical Media Literacy (3.0.3) 4 

 
This course, helps students develop strong knowledge structures about the media and providing 

a plan of action for students to develop their media literacy and analytical skills. Critical Media 

Literacy shows how becoming media literate gives students a clearer perspective of the borders 

between their own world and the simulated media world. Throughout this course, students are 

encouraged to apply the exercises to their own experiences and thus develop skills beyond 

simple rote learning. 

ENG 151 English I (3.0.3) 3 

 
In this course knowledge of basic english grammer are given to students and to improve 

their reading, speaking, writing and understanding skills the practical exercises are done . 

TRD151 Turkish Language (2.0.2) 2 

 
In accordance with the purpose of the course, in order to ensure that the students become 

individuals who have a free and scientific mindset and a wide world view, to contribute to the 

preservation, development and enrichment of our national culture and our language in universal 

culture in Turkish Language course the emergence of languages, the world languages in terms 

of origin and structure, the place of Turkish in the world languages, the historical development 

of Turkish language, the topics such as separation of separation of words into root and suffixes 

and derivation of words, expression defects, writing petitions, are studied also with the 

supporting of the course aim various novels, poetry books, essay books are read and examined. 



1 ST YEAR SPRING TERM 

 

ILF102 Research Methods in Social Sciences (3.0.3) 5 

 
In this course the topics such as, Science and research concepts, Basic features of scientific 

research; the relation between theory and research: the steps in scientific research; Research 

methods and techniques, data collection and analysis, report writing techniques; Presentation 

techniques, preparation of questionnaires, creation of tables and figures, finding, results, 

writing bibliography are given. 

YMG102 Introduction to New Media (3.0.3) 4 

In the Introduction to New Media course, the topics such as; the historical development of the 

media, what the new media is and how it is developed, what new media tools and spaces are, 

how they are used and how they should be used, new media and features that differentiate 

new media environments from traditional media and Explaining the social, political and 

economic effects of new media at conceptual and theoretical level and examining examples 

social, the economic areas at are held. 

GIT108 Digital Photography (3.0.3) 4 

Following the basic photographic training, in this course the subject is the conversions of 

images, which are obtained by using digital cameras, are also subjected to conversion with the 

aimed interventions in the digital environment. Concepts such as "image", "perception" and 

"creativity" that students often encounter in the future will be handled during this course. 

 

ILF112 Public Sphere and Civil Society (3.0.3) 4 

 

In this course, the basic rules provides for the students to know the administrative, financial and 

legal structure of the country they live in, and the regulates social construction, sources of these 

rules, mechanisms of system operation; the impact of civil society; the rights and duties of 

individuals and the transformation of public space and public space that constitute public 

opinion in general, and the sources of social relations are held. 



 

ILF114 Social Psychology (3.0.3) 4 

In this course, the topics; the development of social psychology as a scientific discipline, 

methods and techniques in social psychology research, social impact and adaptation, social 

cognition, communication, propaganda and attitude change process, social perception, 

socialization and social development, culture and self, group structure and dynamics are held.  

HUK150 Basic Law (3.0.3) 4 

In this course the issues such as; Under the main title of basic information, society and law, 

branches of law sources of law, lawsin terms of enforcement, with the law security issues 

under the heading of "Basic concepts" personality (real persons, legal persons), names of 

persons, relationships, housing, Family, inheritance, property, property, legal events, legal 

relations, legal transactions, public law transactions, legal transactions, contracts, rights, 

public rights, special rights, rights, acquisition and loss of rules, rights protection, liability 

(management, in civil law, law, political in criminal law,) jurisdiction are examined . 

ENG 152 English II (3.0.3) 3 

In addition to the general objectives of ENG 151, it is aimed to improve the academic writing 

skills of these students. 

 

TRD 152 Turkish Language II (2.0.2) 

In this course in which producing ideas and write down is the basic for the aiming to gain the 

ability of correctly using the mother tongue, also in order to develop the skills of students in 

this area who have come to the university by acquiring this skill,, punctuation marks and 

marking rules, composition rules, writing styles and writing studies related to them are 

examined. In addition, various novels, poetry books and theater works are being read and 

studied. Reading theater is done in the class, and various diction techniques and applied 

emphasis and intonation lesson are done. 

 

2ND YEAR FALL TERM 

 
YMG211 News Collecting and Writing Techniques (1.2.2) 5 

In this course the topics of what the news is, news value qualities, elements of news, news 

sources, news writing techniques, single and multi-page news writing techniques, news titles, 

news spots, new approaches in news writing, news redacting are given. Students are  

instructed to write news. 



YMG 221 Newspaper Page Design (1.2.3) 4 

An introduction to newspaper design for print covering an overview of the history of Western 

newspapers, standard terms used to identify elements, page layout, word; headlines and decks 

bylines, story text, cutlines, credits and image conventions; photos, illustrations, infographics 

used for reporting the news. 

 

RTS362 Communication Theories (3.0.3) 5 

In this course the tpoics such as what the theory is and also the functrion of it, the relation 

between science and theory, the classical communication theories, the effects of mass 

communication, usage and saturating, bring up to the the agenda, the planned communication, 

the informational society, the international communication and the globalical theories and 

exchange theory are held. 

GIT 203 Web Design I (2.2.3) 4 

In this course, the meaning of web design concepts, web extensions, domain, hosting and 

browser, Dynamic and static web design; Web design artistic principles. Color in web design, 

font in web design, composition in web design; Banner designs, CSS Layout, Text editing, 

Text, Audio and Video layout, HTML command structure and HTML page creation, Listing 

tags, Linking, Marquee tag, Frames, ; Web page design issues are given. 

YMG 201 Press Photography (T:1,U:2,K:2) 3 

This course covers the factors to be considered while producing photographs as a 

photographer or photojournalist, the process of publishing press photographs in newspapers, 

the criteria that editors consider when choosing photographs, the effect of photographs in 

newspapers on the public, and the propaganda effect of photographs to be used. 

YMG 203 Desktop Publishing (T:1,U:2,K:2) 4 

This course includes the processing of Desktop publishing content, which forms the 

infrastructure of the design, as applied in the industry, the definition of a full-fledged Press 

and Publishing Organization and the indispensable Desktop Publishing system setup, 

Relevant Printing techniques, the tools used in publication production and the definition of the 

stages of press publication production. explain and apply in design. 

 

ATA151 Atatürk's Principles and Revolutions I (2.0.2) 2 

The concepts of revolution, the reasons that prepared the Turkish revolution, the foundation of 

the Ottoman Empire, the reasons of the rise and decline, the breakdown of the Ottoman 

Empire, the preparation period of the War of Independence, the establishment of regular 

armies, war and peace (Lausanne). 



 

ILF203 Advanced English I (T:3,U:0,K:3) 3 

In the courses taught at the 'Elementary' level, students are provided with the opportunity to 

expand their knowledge of the English language and vocabulary they have learned at a simple 

level, and take a step towards communicating in everyday language. By expanding their 

vocabulary with the help of words grouped according to topics, students develop basic 

communication skills; They also improve their listening skills with the help of auditory 

materials. 

At the 'Pre-Intermediate' level, students' written, oral and auditory language skills are drawn 

from basic to intermediate level. Students can read and understand complex texts in terms of 

language and vocabulary, improve their English pronunciation skills and their paragraph writing 

skills on various subjects. 

At the 'Intermediate' level, students are able to write and speak on a topic as independent 

language users, by creating their own regular sentences with their English skills. At the end of 

the training, which is given by using audio materials with original English dialogues and texts 

that have expanded content in terms of language and vocabulary, at the end of the training, 

students can give detailed information orally on various topics, easily explain audio materials 

and write structured texts using their language and vocabulary knowledge.



 

2ND YEAR SPRING TERM 

 
YMG202 Writing Types in Newspaper (3.0.3) 4 

In this course column based on comments, interviews article and etc. which are different from 

the news in journalism comparatively handled. Students are given practical work on these 

species. 

 

YMG 206 Creative Writing in the Media (1.2.2) 5 

 

Creative Writing in the Media teaches students how to report, write, and edit strictly for online 

media. Unlike other texts that simply "tweak" traditional writing and editing techniques, onlıne 

journalısm was created specifically with the Internet in mind. Written in a lively style, this 

course appeals to students who want to explore writing opportunities with online media. 

 

YMG 207 Desktop Publishing Applications (T:1,U:2,K:2) 4 

This course aims to transfer and implement the preparation process of desktop publishing 

applications such as newspapers, magazines and brochures in terms of content and design. 

 

ILF110 Basic Economics (3.0.3) 4 

In Basic Economics course, the basic concepts of economy and the relations between these 

concepts are discussed. In this direction, concepts such as supply-demand and market 

equilibrium, elasticity, profit maximization and relations between these concepts are examined. 

Factors that constitute the current market conditions and conditions are handled with a critical 

approach in the direction of the main economic schools. 

 

YMG 204 Investigative Journalism (3.0.3) 4 

In this course the topics such as what research journalism is, how it differs from traditional 

journalism, the work of William C. Gaines, who won the Pulitzer Prize with his investigate 

journalism study, and the journalists' journalistic research in Turkey are examined and the 

topics; the effect of publishing policies aiming to reveal the corruption in the institutions, 

institutions and organizations, the practising of investigate journalism, how the investigate 

journalists practice their profession in real life, making and reporting of researches on real life 

topics to students, but the work done based on the actual stories. 

 

 

 



ILF204 Advanced English II (T:3,U:0,K:3) 3 

In this course, students develop their spoken and written language skills by showing examples of 

original English dialogues. The student is provided to explain an English text in their own 

words. In reading passages, students are expected to interpret with their oral English skills, and 

writing skills are developed in parallel with interpretation skills. 

 

ATA 152 Ataturk's Principles and History of Turkish Revolution II (2.0.2) 2 

Period of Reorganization (Turkish Revolution) Period with Republic (Political, Social, Military 

and Economic, Legal, Cultural, All Amendments). Foreign Policy of the Republic of Turkey 

(All Treaties and Pacts Made), Atatürk Principles and Atatürk's Complementary Principles. 

National and Universal Value of Turkish Revolution. 



 

3RD YEAR FALL TERM 

 

RTS 332 Content Management in Media (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 5 

In this course; The concept of "content", which emerged with technological developments and 

the change in advertising and marketing practices accordingly, is examined in depth. 

Information about content creation, management and reporting is also given within the scope of 

the course. 

HIR 303 Media and Society (T:3,U:0,K:3) 5 

This course covers the relationship between media and society with their historical processes; It 

aims to examine this relationship together with the methods and theories that reveal it. For this 

purpose, the power of the media, the effect it has on the society and the close relationship it has 

with the society will be interpreted in depth. 

GIT 212 Semiotics (T:3,U:0,K:3) 5 

In this course; By addressing the basic concepts and theories of semiotics, it is aimed to gain 

skills to analyze media products in the context of communication. The student is provided with 

the ability to produce/construct meaning through signs, symbols/symbols and codes. The 

development of semiotics within the framework of structuralism, starting from linguistics 

courses; The contributions of different theorists to semiotics are discussed in the historical 

process. In the light of this information learned, he can gain the ability to design by making use 

of semiotics in the design process. 

HIR 223 Interpersonal Communication (3.0.3) 5 

In this course the topics such as; What the interpersonal communication is, approaches to 

interpersonal communication, universal interpersonal communication model and items, axioms 

of interpersonal communication, interpersonal communication and culture, the person himself, 

interpersonal communication and listening in interpersonal communication, effectiveness in 

interpersonal communication, universality of verbal and nonverbal messages, conversation and 

management, interpersonal communication and relationships in the workplace are given to 

students. 

ILF303 Professional English I (3.0.3) 3 

In this course, the conduct discussions in English, and the skills to prepare presentations and 

speeches, and to understand texts with academic and professional content are done with 

emphasis on relevant terminology on specific subjects in the field of visual communication in 

the frame of flow program. Conducting research in a professional context and conducting a 

written study will be one of the other important activities on this subject. 



 

 

3RD YEAR SPRING TERM 

 

YMG 313 Social Media Management (T:2,U:2,K:3): 5 

In this course, SEO project development, harmonizing the website of a business or organization 

with SEO are taught and it is aimed to provide the student with knowledge and skills for 

business life. 

HIR 304 Political Communication (3.0.3) 4 
 

In this course focus on communication phenomena and its application to political life. In this 

context; The definition of political communication, phenomena and processes, types of 

political communication, political actors, characteristics of effective political communication, 

political campaigns, political advertising and actors in political communication are evaluated 

within the context of case studies. 

 

ILF 308 Occupational Health and Safety (T:3,U:0,K:3) 5 

In this course, it is primarily aimed to create a perception of safety culture and to raise 

awareness of occupational health and safety. Since the historical development of occupational 

health and safety, labor law, risk factors, occupational diseases, personal protective equipment, 

etc., which constitute the components of OHS. will be given information about the subject, will 

have basic knowledge at the end of the semester. 

 

YMG303 New Media Publishing (3.0.3) 5 

In the course of new media publishing, topics such as global competition, multiple distribution 

environments, technological inclusion consumer behaviors, segmentation of flow fields are 

discussed. Students learn how to combine basic journalism with interactive publishing 

technologies, interactive publishing and management understanding. In multi-news 

environments, organization, content development, budget and responsibility issues are defined. 

The methods and strategies applied to reach the target group are emphasized. For specific 

audience demands, issues of content tailoring, development of strategies for producing 

publication documents are given to students 



YMG308 New Media Digital Editing Techniques (1.2.2) 5 

TV and other TV program formats are studied theoretically and practically in the context of the 

examples. Different video editing techniques such as Avit, Final Cut and Edyus are taught and 

practiced in the studio. 

 

ILF304 Professional English II (3,0,3) 3 
 

In this course, the preparation of the Visual Communication programs, the preliminary 

preparations, the activation texts, the critics and the techniques are conducted in the context of 

English news. Group studies and oral presentations of specific programs are considered for the 

development of oral communication skills and professional written critical and analysis studies 

are done in groups / individuals. 

 

4 TH YEAR FALL TERM 

 

YMG401 Graduation Project I (1.4.3) 6 

In this course research Project are processed  on the topics students choose in accordance  with 

research methods. The developed project is discussed collectively by classmates and lecturers. 

The student is free to choose the environment that will best express himself / herself and 

presents a written file with the proposal of the completion project with the research. 

ILF 403 Communication Law and Intellectual Property (T:3,U:0,K:3) 4 

In this course, the basic concepts of communication law; examining the elements and limits of 

freedom of communication within the framework of national and international legal texts; 

national and international laws, principles and rules regarding the conduct of mass media 

activities such as print media, radio-television, cinema and internet; Information is given about 

the regulations regarding the protection of intellectual products in mass media. regime in 

Turkey, video and cinema regime, , video and cinema regime in Turkey, the  internet regime 

and the internet in Turkey are held. 

 

YMG 491 Professional English in Journalism (T:3,U:0,K:3) 4 

This course helps to learn where and how the English terms and words used in the journalism 

profession are used, while teaching the usage patterns and professional meanings in the sector, 

apart from their dictionary meanings. 

 

 

 

 

 



YMG 407 Internet and Mobile Marketing (T:1,U:2,K:2) 4 

This course includes stages such as introducing the concepts of mobility, mobile platforms and 

mobile marketing, examining the features that distinguish mobile marketing from traditional 

marketing, and developing mobile marketing strategies. 

 

4TH YEAR SPRING TERM 

 

YMG402 Graduation Project II (1.4.3) 6 

Project studies that started in the seventh semester are completed in this period. Students 

reported their projects they determined and present their projects reports in front of the jury 

composed of the lecturers. 

ILF402 Communication Ethics (T:3,U:0,K:3) 4 

The origins of ethics in this course; types of ethics; journalism and moral responsibility, ethical 

codes for journalists; citizens and journalists; justice, accuracy and objectivity, principles of 

equity, agenda setting; The rules and application methods put forward by media stakeholders 

such as audiences, practitioners, governments, regulatory bodies, aiming to develop the 

principles and standards of mass media practices in the age of global news media are discussed. 

 

YMG452 Internship (0.4.2) 2 

Compulsory internship practice involves a process of gaining experience in professional 

institutions and organizations, including the field of advertising and public relations, before 

they graduate to conceive how students use the theoretical and practical equipment they have 

gained in college in the sector. 

 

ILF 406 Entrepreneurship (T:3,U:0,K:3) 5 

Within the scope of this course, students will be introduced to the concept of entrepreneurship, 

its types and ethics in entrepreneurship, the economic, cultural and social foundations of 

entrepreneurship, the business model, the processes of entrepreneurship and business idea, types 

of entrepreneurship, franchising and business acquisition, business establishment, termination of 

the enterprise, liquidation, bankruptcy and merger. Business plan elements such as market 

research, marketing plan, production plan, management plan and financial plan will be 

explained, followed by workshops to reinforce the business model and business plan elements. 

 

 

 

 

 



YMG 405 Social Movements in New Media (T:3,U:0,K:3) 4 

In this course, the emergence of new social movements that emerged with globalization, how 

new social movements use traditional and new media, the differences between these uses, are 

examined together with theoretical perspectives. 

 

ELECTIVE COURSES 

 

II. YEAR SPRING SEMESTER 

GIT 204 Advanced Web Design (T:1, U:2, C:2) ECTS: 4 

In this course, semantic web concept, Javascript programming, the use of Jquery and third 

party libraries, providing dynamic content to web pages are shown with hands-on explanations 

to students who have basic knowledge of HTML and CSS. At the end of this whole process, 

web page examples are designed and implemented with students. 

RTS 202 Diction (T:1,U:2,K:2) ECTS: 5 

In this course, necessary and used voice, breathing, articulation, phonetics, drama, diction 

training is given to ensure that individuals who will work in the field of communication use the 

language correctly and effectively; applied studies for radio and television broadcasts. 

HIR 202 Effective Presentation Techniques (T:1,U:2,C:2) ECTS: 5 

Within the scope of this course, students will have detailed information about effective 

presentation techniques, speaking techniques, using technology in presentation and using body 

language correctly. With this course, the student learns to overcome the fear and panic of 

presentation and comprehends the presentation techniques. 

 

 

III. YEAR FALL SEMESTER 

 

YMG 302 Video Camera and Journalism (T:1,U:2,K:2) ECTS: 4 

In this course, the differences between professional and amateur cameras, shooting techniques, 

camera movements are explained. It is aimed that the students learn to edit the images they 

took in different places and publish them in the new media environment. 

RTS 329 Interview Techniques (T:1,U:2,C:2) ECTS: 4 

This course covers the in-depth evaluation of the differences through the definitions of the 

concepts of interview, interview and interview in line with the content of the concept of news. 

In addition, interview and interview samples are examined and topics such as question 

techniques and ethical elements are discussed. 



HIR 351 Social Responsibility and Sustainability (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 5 

The course focuses on the concepts of social responsibility and sustainability, and focuses on 

volunteering practices. During the course, students get the chance to put into practice what they 

learned theoretically by working with NGOs. In this course, where they will have access to 

detailed information about Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability studies, which 

are important points of the communication sector, they gain skills that are important for their 

careers. 

YMG 316 Current Issues in Media (T:1,U:2,K:2) ECTS: 5 

In this course, the structural transformation in the media in the context of globalization, 

technology, internet and social media is evaluated in terms of the problems caused by the 

restructuring of the labor process and commercialization, and it is aimed to give the student a 

critical perspective on this subject. 

ILF 305 Management and Organization (T:3,U:3,K:3) ECTS: 4 

In this course, subjects such as the historical development process of management and 

organization theory, management theories, basic management functions, basic characteristics 

that managers should have, different types and structures of organizations, organizational 

design, organizational processes, organizational culture and contemporary management 

paradigms are covered. 

YMG 312 Digital Editing Techniques in New Media (T:1,U:2,K:2) ECTS: 4 

In this course, the editing designs of news and other TV program formats on television are 

examined theoretically and practically, with examples, different digital editing techniques such 

as Avit, Final Cut and Edyus are taught in video shooting, and practical work is done in the 

studio. 

 
III. YEAR SPRING TERM   ELECTIVE COURSES 

 
HIR 305 Media Planning (T:1,U:2,C:2) ECTS: 5 

In this course, topics such as Introduction to Media Planning, Relationship Between Media, 

Advertisement and Consumer, Media Planning Activities, Concepts Used in Media Planning, 

New Planning Models, Organization of Media Plan are covered. 

 

YMG 309 Culture, Art and Magazine Journalism (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 4 

This course; It includes theoretical and practical work that teaches how to make news about the 

developments in the fields such as history, cinema, plastic arts, theatre, music, literature, 

publishing world and well-known people in these fields. 



 

YMG 310 Globalization and Communication (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 4 

In this course, communication technologies, international communication, international 

communication theories, international communication organizations, international 

communication conventions, international information flow are discussed. The concept of 

globalization, the changes in the media sector with globalization, the circulation and sharing of 

news at the global level and the future of communication are examined. 

 

YMG 410 Business Journalism (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 5 

In this course, economic events and topics that may be the subject of the news are introduced, 

information is given about the qualifications and working conditions of the economy reporter, 

and the rules of writing economic news for television and social media are shown with examples 

and applications. 

 

RTS 408 Television Journalism (T:1,U:2,K:2) ECTS: 5 

This course covers how the television journalist will use visual language in news, commentary 

and programs (live, pre-recorded) on the basis of concrete events. 

 

YMG 317 Advertising Design in New Media (T:1,U:2,K:2) ECTS: 4 

In this course, advertising, which is one of the most important elements of promotion; visual 

perception and graphical effect and preferred methods in new media are discussed theoretically 

and practically. 

 

RTS 317 Sports Journalism (T:1, P:2, C:2) ECTS: 4 

Within the scope of this course, how and in what way sports news texts are created to be 

broadcast on television, newspapers and websites, and the writing processes are examined. The 

methods to be applied in sports announcer, match announcer, live broadcast reporter, radio 

program production and presenter, sports writer, editor and presenter are examined. 

 

YMG 305 Alternative Media (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 4 

This course focuses on alternative media formations that fall outside the scope of mainstream 

media. In the course, where alternative journalism and citizen journalism are examined, the 

effects of alternative media channels on society are also questioned. 

 

 

 



 
III. YEAR FALL YEAR ELECTIVE COURSES 
 

YMG 413 Media Management (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 4 

This course is a course that examines the media enterprises that make up the press industry, 

with business management issues such as product, production, organization, management, 

finance, marketing, human resources, and reveals the structuring of the sector in the world and 

in Turkey. 

YMG 461 Media Cultural Studies (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 5 

In this course, culture and communication; media history and cultural change; media 

technology and daily life; digital humanity; developments in digital media; culture and 

advertising policies; new cinema screens: science, communication and culture: communication, 

and cultural imperialism; Topics such as cultural degeneration and communication are 

discussed. 

YMG 409 News Editor (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 4 

In this course, the production process of the news and the structure of news organization are 

discussed through the applications in the media. In the course, it is given to the students which 

news is featured in the news bulletin and on the pages of the newspapers (news selection), 

within the framework of publication policies. The role played by the editor in this process is 

explained. 

 

GIT409 Cyber Culture (3.0.3) 5 

In this course combine design methods with numerical applications are taught. The course 

focuses on creative processes and their reflection on the completed multimedia project. In this 

course students gain the skills of collecting images, sounds and texts and using them together 

in digital creations. 

HIR 441 Gender (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 5 

The course focuses on the theoretical analysis of the main issues and current problems related 

to gender and gender in the axis of equality and non-discrimination, enabling them to follow 

gender equality studies in Turkey and the world, and developing their skills to evaluate social 

life from an egalitarian perspective and develop behavior. 

 

 

 



IV. YEAR SPRING TERM ELECTIVE COURSES 

 
 

YMG 406 Police-Court Journalism (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 5 

In this course, how to do journalism based on legal knowledge about detective and judicial 

issues, which are the areas that both traditional and new media cannot stay away from, ethical 

rules of police and courthouse journalism, and how to report on detective and judicial issues are 

discussed. 

 

HIR 302 New Media in Public Relations and Advertising (T:1,U:2,K:2) ECTS: 4 

In this course, new strategies in public relations practices with globalization are evaluated by 

emphasizing social media concepts. 

 

YMG 492 Professional English in New Media (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 4 

In this course, while helping to learn where and how English terms and words used in new 

media, information and communication technologies are used, besides their dictionary 

meanings, the usage patterns and professional meanings in the sector are taught. 

 

ILF412 Health Communication (T:3,U:0,K:3) ECTS: 5 

Health Communication course is a course that has duties such as increasing knowledge and 

skills on health and health communication, changing traditional attitudes and behaviors by 

raising awareness, and helping to implement the rules that will affect health problems. 

 

HIR 414 Storytelling and Gamification (T:2,U:1,K:3) ECTS: 5 

In this course, where the concepts of storytelling and gamification are presented both 

theoretically and practically, students comprehend the importance of storytelling in effective 

presentation, persuasiveness in communication and public speaking, and acquire knowledge of 

storytelling models, narration techniques, and story design for target audience brands and 

institutions.



 


